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Overview of Computing Lesson Plans
What Does This Pack Include? 

This pack has been created by teachers, for teachers. In it, you’ll find high quality Lesson Plans, Activity Sheets, 
Resource Sheets and posters to support your students to develop their information technology, digital literacy and 
computer science skills. To go directly to the content, simply click on the title in the index below:

SMOOTH OPERATOR

Learning Objective: Information Technology 
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are 

selected and ranked and be discerning in evaluating digital content.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

COMPUTATIONAL THINKING

Learning Objective: Computer Science 
Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, 

including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems 

by decomposing them into smaller parts.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

SMART CITY SOFTWARE

Learning Objective: Computer Science 
Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work 

and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs.

• 60 minute Lesson Plan

• Resource Sheet

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

LAN’D BEFORE TIME

Learning Objective: Computer Science 
Understand computer networks including the internet; how they 

can provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the 

opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Resource Sheet

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

PACKET UP

Learning Objective: Computer Science 
Understand computer networks including the internet; how they 

can provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the 

opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

NO UNCERTAIN TERMS

Learning Objective: Digital Literacy 
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are 

selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

CONSEQUENCES

Learning Objective: Digital Literacy 
Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise 

acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to 

report concerns about content and contact.

• 50 minute Lesson Plan

• Resource Sheet

• Activity Sheet

• Activity Sheet with Answers

Programming Vocabulary Poster – Black and White

Programming Vocabulary Poster – Colour

Continued



Enjoyed these resources?
Why not start a free trial of the full EducationCity resource  
and see what else we can offer you?

Email us at  trials@educationcity.com  
or call us on +44 (0)1572 725080!

Student Tools:
Explore and Investigate

Activities:
Educational Content

Learn Screens:
Introduce or Reinforce a New Concept

Code Crunch

Conent ID: 13447

Smooth Shoppers

Content ID: 20078

Collaborating with Software 
Content ID: 19754

Use this interactive tool with your class to 
explore sequence, selection and repetition  
in programs.

Investigate the use of operators and  
keywords when searching the internet with 
your students.

Explore the various software types that exist, 
and how they can be used together to help 
students accomplish a goal.

Overview of Computing Lesson Plans (Continued)
Other Resources Linking to the Theme

Before deciding what to include in your lesson, check out our online content relating to computing too. It’s simple to 
find, just enter the name in EducationCity’s Search tool!



Smooth Operator

Overview
This Activity will teach students about the effective search terms available. It will address the different operators
they can use. Students will need to remember how to use different combinations to make sure that their results
are optimised. Make sure that you facilitate this closely so that students do not get inappropriate search results.
Ask to see searches before they attempt them in the extension task.

Lesson Structure
0-10 minutes Print out a search term. For example, you might print toy shops in Leicestershire. You can replace 

Leicestershire with your county. You should ask students questions such as:

• Which keyword would I replace if I want to search for shops in Northamptonshire?

• I want to make sure that I do not find shops in Market Harborough, which operators and 
words should I use? Answer: Toy shops in Leicestershire – “Market Harborough”

Work with students to help them improve their searches. Include a list of irrelevant keywords and 
operators as ‘red herrings’ for a more challenging Activity. You can try other searches other than 
this example.

15-30 minutes Explain that students are going to work on improving search results. Students will work through
the search Activity and improve the searches.

30-40 minutes Get the students to work through the Activity Sheet.
Extension – Students will create their own searches and they will try them on three different 
search engines. They should compare results when they are finished.

45-50 minutes Review what the children have learned. Have the students who completed the extension task to 
explain what they noticed.

Materials
Resources:  

• Activity Sheet
• Keywords and operators enlarged and printed on paper. Operators (OR + - “a”)
• You can provide students with their own keywords to allow them to work with you

Lesson Preparation (5 minutes)
Prior to the lesson:

• Have the first search term up on the board ready
• Import Activity Sheet from on-screen annotation



Circle the most effective words to help you plan a journey to London.

Using Keywords and Operators

Keywords

Dog London Transport Rose Taxi Manchester Restaurant

Flower Museum Food Bus Discount Dinosaur Price

Operators

Use the below operators with your chosen keywords to create an effective search.
Improve the searches by using operators and keywords.

Your teacher would like to search for transport in London but doesn’t want to
take the bus. Improve the search below using the keywords and operators.

Your teacher would like to find out the quickest tube journey to the National
History Museum but has noticed that other venues with the word history are
appearing.

Your teacher would like to find out the price of accommodation in London but 
would like to make sure that it isn’t in the West End.

Transport for London

Quickest route to National History Museum using the Tube

Extension:Choose three search engines and search for one of your interests or
hobbies. Comment on which search engine gave you the:

Describe what you have learnt from working with search engines.

National
History
Museum

Shopping Bin Bedford Train TubeWalk

Or + -

Best results

Worst results

Useful results

of Accommodation in

Smooth Operator



Circle the most effective words to help you plan a journey to London.

Using Keywords and Operators

Keywords

Dog London Transport Rose Taxi Manchester Restaurant

Flower Museum Food Bus Discount Dinosaur Price

Operators

Use the below operators with your chosen keywords to create an effective search.
Improve the searches by using operators and keywords.

Your teacher would like to search for transport in London but doesn’t want to
take the bus. Improve the search below using the keywords and operators.

Your teacher would like to find out the quickest tube journey to the National 
History Museum but has noticed that other venues with the word history are 
appearing.

Your teacher would like to find out the price of accommodation in London but 
would like to make sure that it isn’t in the West End.

Transport for London - Bus

Quickest route to National History Museum using the Tube

Extension:Choose three search engines and search for one of your interests or
hobbies. Comment on which search engine gave you the:

Describe what you have learnt from working with search engines.

National
History
Museum

Shopping Bin Bedford Train TubeWalk

Or + -

Best results

Worst results

Useful results

of Accommodation in London West EndPrice -

Smooth Operator



Computational Thinking

Overview
This Activity will teach students about some of the basic programming concepts. They will need to understand
how variables can change and how to use operators with them.

Lesson Structure
0-15 minutes Discuss with the class how variables work. 

Variables – A really important concept in programming. Explain to the students that variables are 
like food storage containers. You put a name on the container and then you put the food/object 
into it. In programming we’re sticking text and numbers into our containers. Tell the students that 
they will be using the EducationCity characters as their containers.

Unplugged Task - For this example, we’re going to use stationary. Get volunteers to come up. 
They should put different items in the containers and get them to put the correct label on each 
container. Demonstrate how we can add to the containers. Then hold up the containers and ask 
questions such as, what is 5 pencils and 5 pencils? They will say 10. Demonstrate how you can 
store both of these into a new variable (container) called all pencils. If you have operators printed 
off then hold these up between containers to demonstrate how greater than and less than work. 
For example, 5 pencils is < (Less than) 10 Pencils.

15-30 minutes Explain to students that they’re going to look at the value of variables. Students will work through 
the Activity and will have to build on the knowledge of loops from previous activities. Explain that 
the programming concepts sheet will show them all they need for the Activity Sheet.

• Tell the students that you want to check if the pencil container has more items in it than the 
ruler container. If this happens you want to say “More pencils than rulers”. Ask the students 
which operator they would use. In this case it is >.

• Continue this through all 10 questions and get students to work through the Activity.  
Work through the activities with the students.

Materials or Resources
• Activity Sheet
• A couple of food containers with labels and objects

Lesson Preparation (5 minutes)
Prior to the lesson:

• Print Activity Sheet
• Import Activity Sheet from on-screen annotation
• Set up the containers and make labels for them (Don’t stick them on the containers yet)

Continued



Computational Thinking (Continued)

30-40 minutes Get the students to work through the Activity Sheet which gets them to highlight the change 
needed.  Extension – Get the students to demonstrate how a variable works by drawing out 
pictures to explain how they’re similar to containers. They can explain what they have found out 
to their peers or the class. Students can then create their own code using Code Crunch and test 
each other on the impact of changing variables.

45-50 minutes Review – What did you learn today? Students can peer review each other’s drawings and  
suggest changes.



Chip and Meg want to make a few changes to their code.
They have looked at the variables within their code and they want to
make their code run smoother. We use operators to compare our variables.
You may need to change these to find the correct answer.

Demonstrate how a variable works by drawing out pictures of containers.
Explain how they’re similar and try to use operators when explaining how we compare them.
Try using Code Crunch with your class and test each other on the impact of changing
variables.

Code Question Answer

1

2

1

2

3

4

10

0

4

1

2

+

1

1

Keyboard

We type on this

I don't know this

1

2

+

1

1

6

Keyboard

This is not number 6

This is number 6

What would happen if
the value of the

variable Klara was
equal to Keyboard?

Meg has noticed that
there is a problem with

the operator on this
code. Which operator
should we replace the

code with?
Put a ring around the
answer on the left.

What would happen to
this code if the Hilda
variable changed to 5
and the Rosa variable

changed to 2?

Challenge yourself!

Computational Thinking



Chip and Meg want to make a few changes to their code.
They have looked at the variables within their code and they want to
make their code run smoother. We use operators to compare our variables.
You may need to change these to find the correct answer.

Demonstrate how a variable works by drawing out pictures of containers.
Explain how they’re similar and try to use operators when explaining how we compare them.
Try using Code Crunch with your class and test each other on the impact of changing
variables.
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Put a ring around the
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this code if the Hilda
variable changed to 5
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changed to 2?

Challenge yourself!

Computational Thinking

The message "We
type on this"
would appear.

0
2
4
6
8



Smart City Software

Overview
In this lesson, students will plan and write flowcharts for everyday tasks.

Lesson Structure
0-5 minutes Smart City Software has created a robot! Explain to students that this robot is going to be 

programmed to behave like a real child. The manufacturers need the expertise of the students 
for examples of different programmes which they will need to write. Ask students to have a 
discussion in small groups about some of the different things which they do during the day. 

Start taking feedback from the different groups. After taking some different examples, stop 
children and draw out that programs should be organised into time order. Encourage students 
to think about the different routines which students have in a morning. Examples could include, 
brushing teeth, having a shower, getting dressed, making breakfast, feeding the cat.

Draw out from the students that a program will need to be written for each example. Discuss that 
the program will be written as an algorithm, and this will be represented as a flowchart. Ensure 
that students are secure with flowcharts, including the start and stop commands, what each 
shape represents, and how arrows are used to show the direction of flow.

15-30 minutes Place the Activity Sheet on the IWB. Ask students to work in partners to sequence the instructions 
into the correct order. Tell students that to make this into an actual flowchart they will also need 
to insert the correct shapes and add arrows. Once completed, ask students to compare their 
flowchart with another group. Discuss any similarities and differences. Put the answer sheet on 
the IWB and ask students to compare.

Materials
Resources:  

• Activity Sheet: A flowchart for brushing your teeth
• Resource Sheet: A flowchart template

Lesson Preparation (15 minutes)
Prior to the lesson:

• Print out the Activity Sheet
• Print out a copy of the Resource Sheet

Continued



Smart City Software (Continued)

30-40 minutes Organise students into pairs or small groups. Ask students to have a brief discussion about the 
different programs which the robot would need for functioning during the school day and in the 
evening. Add these to the list/table which was compiled in the earlier part of the session.

In pairs, ask students to choose and write flowcharts for different functions from the list, 
using the Flow Diagram Tool. Remind students that they will need to write and sequence their 
instructions. Assess how confident students are in breaking down each task into a series of 
instructions. Also assess how confident students are in using different shapes and implementing 
repetition into the flowchart.

45-50 minutes Show students the flowchart from the Resource Sheet. Ask them to discuss what possible 
applications this flowchart could be used for, for example, a security light.



What system could be programmed using this flow diagram?

Start

Sensor

Question

Action

Stop

NO

YES

Smart City Software







LAN’d Before Time

Overview
This Activity aims to teach students about the different networks available. It introduces them to a number of different 
devices which can run on a network. There will be the opportunity to identify the reasons for using a network.

Lesson Structure
0-5 minutes (Introduction/Unplugged Activity): A Student Network – Students will be invited up to the front 

and they will become a network. You can assign them different words to hold. The string will 
connect each of the students together and these will represent the network cables. This Activity 
is explained in detail in the Resource Sheet.

15-30 minutes Network Activity task: Explain that students are going to work through the Activity. They will 
recognise some of the keywords that they talked about at the beginning of the lesson. Students 
should notice words such as server, router and hub.

30-45 minutes Get the students to work through the Activity Sheet. Extension – Students can draw out a LAN 
based on the Activity they did at the beginning of the lesson.

45-50 minutes Review: Ask: What did you learn today? Give out the keywords and place the string around the 
room. See if you can get the students to arrange themselves.

Materials
• Activity Sheet
• Labels printed on A4: server, switch, hub, LAN, WAN, network cable, router
• A length of string or ribbon, to represent the network cables

Lesson Preparation (15 minutes)
• Have the different terms on the board for the students to see.
• Cut the string or ribbon to equal lengths, but make sure they are long enough so that everyone can take part.
• You might need room for this Activity.



LAN’d Before Time (Resource Sheet)

Unplugged Activity Instructions
Invite a student up to the front of the class and give him the sign that says ‘server’. Explain that a server is the device 
which controls the majority of the network. Invite another student up to hold the sign that says hub. Explain that the 
hub shares the information with all computers. Give the two students a piece of string to hold between them. This 
acts as their network cable. 

Invite four other students to come up and give them each a sign that says ‘workstations’. They will have a piece 
of string which connects to the hub. Tell students that we can use a switch if we don’t want others to see our 
information. 

Give another student the ‘switch’ sign and ask him to switch with the student holding the ‘hub’ sign. Now give 
one of the students holding a ‘workstation’ sign a message to pass to another ‘workstation’. It will go from the 
workstation, through to the switch and then onto the workstation it needs to go to. Explain to the students that they 
have set up a LAN. (Local Area Network).

Ask your students what you need to do if you want to connect to the Internet . Tell your students that they will need 
a router. The router will route any traffic to the websites you want to go to. Get another volunteer to come up and 
connect the router to the server.

You have walked students through how to set up their own network. You can challenge the remaining students to 
set up another LAN and connect it to this network through the Internet. This will be a good opportunity for you to 
talk to students about a WAN.(Wide Area Network).



LAN'd Before Time

Meg and Chip are trying to build a network.
They can't remember what the job of each device is.
Can you help them?
Draw a network cable from the definition to the device.

Use the space provided and list the advantages and disadvantages of using a network.

Using the devices shown here, create your own Local Area Network (LAN).
Ask your teacher for a piece of paper. Once you have completed your drawing, see if
you can create your own Wide Area Network (WAN).
Label your drawing and explain the job of the devices.

server

switch

router

hub

network
cable

workstation

It connects all of the devices on the network
together. When using this, all the information
is shared with everyone.

It connects all of the devices on the network
together. It forwards the information to the
individual computer.

It connects your network to the Internet so
that the machines on the network can access
the Internet.

It is the main controller of the network. The
passwords and security are managed here.

This is one of the machines used on the
network. You might be using this right now!

It is used to connect each device together.

Advantages Disadvantages



LAN'd Before Time

Meg and Chip are trying to build a network.
They can't remember what the job of each device is.
Can you help them?
Draw a network cable from the definition to the device.

Use the space provided and list the advantages and disadvantages of using a network.

Using the devices shown here, create your own Local Area Network (LAN).
Ask your teacher for a piece of paper. Once you have completed your drawing, see if
you can create your own Wide Area Network (WAN).
Label your drawing and explain the job of the devices.

server

switch

router

hub

network
cable

workstation

It connects all of the devices on the network
together. When using this, all the information
is shared with everyone.

It connects all of the devices on the network
together. It forwards the information to the
individual computer.

It connects your network to the Internet so
that the machines on the network can access
the Internet.

It is the main controller of the network. The
passwords and security are managed here.

This is one of the machines used on the
network. You might be using this right now!

It is used to connect each device together.

Advantages Disadvantages

Good security.

Allows you to share files
easily and save money.

Managing the network
can be complicated.

Makes backing up files
easier.

Viruses can spread
easily.

Equipment can be
expensive.



Packet Up

Overview
This Activity will teach students to understand computer networks. It will introduce them to the concept of packet 
switching. Students will understand how the information gets from one place to another over a network.

Lesson Structure
0-15 minutes (Introduction/Unplugged Activity): Packet Switching – Explain to the students that information 

does not just appear on our screen when we’re online - there is a process to receiving the 
content on our computers. It is called packet switching.

1. Invite Student 1 up to the front of the class. This student is going to represent the first 
computer. This computer is going to send a photograph to Granny. 

2. Ask Student 2 to represent Granny’s computer. This student should be in the opposite side of 
the class. This student will receive the data packets containing the picture. 

3. Give Student 1 a photograph and explain to the students that networks run more efficiently 
when files are split into smaller parts. The image will be split into packets. You can demonstrate 
this by asking the student to cut up the picture into nine smaller pieces using the scissors. The 
student should then put each piece into its own envelope. Explain to the class that the envelopes 
represent data packets. 

4. Ask the other students to stand and arrange themselves between the two students. Student 
1 should now hand the envelopes out to the other students, and ask them to be delivered to 
Student 2. All students should try and pass the envelopes back to Student 2, but must find the 
most effective route to Granny’s computer. Be sure that students know that they cannot hold 
two packets at the same time. 

5. Once Student 2 has got the packets back together, they should then try and reassemble the 
picture. Tell the students that when this is done with a network, this is done in milliseconds. You 
can make this Activity more complicated by having four computers and two different pictures. 
Inform students that we use packet switching because some websites are too large to fit down 
one cable. They run more efficiently when broken down into smaller pieces.

10-30 minutes Packet Switching Activity: Explain to the students that they are going to work through the 
EducationCity Activity, Packet Up. They will recognise some of the keywords discussed at the 
beginning of the lesson.

30-45 minutes Ask the students to work through the Activity Sheet. Extension - students should draw a diagram 
to show what happens from the browser, through to the DNS and the computer.

45-50 minutes Review: Ask: What did you learn today? Read out some of the keywords and see if the students 
can give you descriptions.

Materials
• Activity Sheet
• Envelopes x 9
• Large photograph
• Scissors



Can you help Meg fill in the keywords in the diagram below?

Meg and Chip are trying to remember the name of the devices used, in order to gather
information from the Internet. But they can’t remember which devices have which names.
Can you help them?

Packet URL ISP DNS

Now that the computer knows which web server to connect to, it contacts the web
server using the ISP and the information is sent back in smaller packets.
Can you find the quickest route for the packets to travel? Trace and colour the cables
to find the shortest route. Then, put the pictures back together in the correct order by
labelling the different parts.

Can you remember what each of the three letters stand for, in the questions below?

What does DNS stand for?

What does URL stand for?

What does ISP stand for?

Create your own diagram to explain the how packet switching works.
Ask your teacher how they would like you to show this.

Packet Up



Can you help Meg fill in the keywords in the diagram below?

Meg and Chip are trying to remember the name of the devices used, in order to gather
information from the Internet. But they can’t remember which devices have which names.
Can you help them?

Packet URL ISP DNS

Now that the computer knows which web server to connect to, it contacts the web
server using the ISP and the information is sent back in smaller packets.
Can you find the quickest route for the packets to travel? Trace and colour the cables
to find the shortest route. Then, put the pictures back together in the correct order by
labelling the different parts.

Can you remember what each of the three letters stand for, in the questions below?

What does DNS stand for?

What does URL stand for?

What does ISP stand for?

Create your own diagram to explain the how packet switching works.
Ask your teacher how they would like you to show this.

Packet Up

Packet

URL DNSPacket

Packet

Packet
ISP

2

1

3

Universal Resource Locator

Domain Name Server

Internet Service Provider



No Uncertain Terms

Overview
By the end of the lesson the children will have experienced different types of searching and the thought processes 
behind them.

Lesson Structure
0-15 minutes Searching Activity 1 – AND / OR game:  

This Activity introduces the children to the logic behind the “AND” and “OR” operators in Boolean 
logic, which are used in search engines. 

Ask the children questions such as:  
Stand up if you are a boy. (All the boys should stand)  
Stand up if you are a boy OR a girl. (All the children should stand) 
Stand up if you are a boy AND a girl. (No children should stand) 
Once the class has the idea that AND implies “as well” and OR implies “an alternative”, expand the 
range of questions to those of number properties.  
 
E.g. Give each member of the class a number and ask questions such as: Stand up if you are a 
multiple of 2 AND a multiple of 3. Explain to the children that “AND” and “OR” can be used in 
same way in search engines, to make them more efficient.

15-35 minutes Searching Activity 2 – Battleships game: Splitting the class into pairs, the children should play 
a game of battleships, on square paper. Discuss as a class the strategies the children employed 
for locating a battleship. Explain to the children that this is also a searching Activity and the most 
efficient method usually wins.

35-55 minutes Linear and binary searching activities: Ask the students to work through the Activity Sheet. 
Extension - students should draw a diagram to show what happens from the browser, through to 
the DNS and the computer.

Linear search: Ask the children to think of a number between 1 and 100. Tell them that you are 

going to guess the number. Pick one child. Ask them if their number is 1, 2, 3, 4…, continuing 

until you reach their number. Repeat this several times. 

Is this a very efficient way of searching for the number? What would happen if the number was 

between one and a million? How efficient would this searching method be now? 

Binary Search: Think of a number between 1 and 100 and ask the class to guess. Respond 

with “Too high” or “Too low” until they guess correctly. What is the most efficient method of 

this search? (Guess at the middle, dispose of half the list, guess at the middle…) Model this by 

having a list of numbers to 100 and tearing the list in half, on each guess. This is an example of 

a binary search. Discuss with the children how this binary method is much more efficient than 

the first linear method and as such is a method used by computers.

55-60 minutes Ask the children to name any search engines that they have used. Explain that a metasearch 
engine is an engine that searches search engines. What is the advantage of this? Discuss with  
the class.



No Uncertain Terms

Find synonyms for the following words below.
There may be several suitable answers.

Now try using these synonyms in your own searches on the Internet.
Use the different synonyms to search for the same information on the Internet.

For example:
Search 1: Who was the writer of "Harry Potter"?
Search 2: Who was the author of "Harry Potter"?

What did you notice?
Were the search results different?

A synonym is a word or phrase that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another
word e.g walk and stroll. Using synonyms can give you better results when using a search
engine. To search for where a fox lives, we could search for fox’s house or fox’s habitat.
Habitat is a synonym for house. Using the word habitat gives us better information about
where a fox lives.

Midday
Ship
Ocean
Road
Stone
Ill
Wash
City
Created
Painter
Runner
Fix
Jewel
Writer
Whirlwind

A Thesaurus is a book which lists words and their synonyms. You can
use a Thesaurus to help you find suitable synonyms for your searches.

Search Term Synonyms



No Uncertain Terms

Find synonyms for the following words below.
There may be several suitable answers.

Now try using these synonyms in your own searches on the Internet.
Use the different synonyms to search for the same information on the Internet.

For example:
Search 1: Who was the writer of "Harry Potter"?
Search 2: Who was the author of "Harry Potter"?

What did you notice?
Were the search results different?

A synonym is a word or phrase that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another
word e.g walk and stroll. Using synonyms can give you better results when using a search
engine. To search for where a fox lives, we could search for fox’s house or fox’s habitat.
Habitat is a synonym for house. Using the word habitat gives us better information about
where a fox lives.

Midday
Ship
Ocean
Road
Stone
Ill
Wash
City
Created
Painter
Runner
Fix
Jewel
Writer
Whirlwind

A Thesaurus is a book which lists words and their synonyms. You can
use a Thesaurus to help you find suitable synonyms for your searches.

Search Term Synonyms

Noon
Boat
Sea
Street
Rock
Sick
Clean
Large town
Invented
Artist
Sprinter
Repair
Gem
Author
Tornado

Suggested answers

Accept all reasonable responses



Consequences

Overview
In this lesson, students discuss through role play the consequences of inappropriate online behaviour. They look
at various scenarios covering the topics; advertising and popups; virus and malware; online privacy and e-safety; 
appropriate use of social networks; online piracy; copyright and plagiarism.

Lesson Structure
Starter: 
0-15 minutes

Distribute three sticky notes to each student. Write the words safe, respectful, responsible on the 
board. Ask the students to write a definition for what each of these words could mean, when we 
are talking about being online. The students should then stick the sticky note under the relevant 
heading. When all of the comments are displayed, discuss the students’ responses and as a class 
and create three definitions. For example: 

Safe - Acting safe online is when you act in a way that protects yourself and your  
personal information. 

Responsible - Acting responsibly online is when you act in an honest way and follow the online 
internet rules for your age.

Respectful - Acting with respect online is when you care and protect others feelings, privacy  
and possessions

Main: 
15-30 minutes

Split the students into groups of three or four and distribute a role play card to each group 
(Resource Sheet). In their groups, students should decide upon a possible consequence of the 
scenario on their card and how this is not safe, responsible or respectful. They should then think 
about what changes could be been made to the scenario to create a positive outcome. Students 
should then create a short piece of drama, showing firstly the bad choice, and then it’s safe, 
responsible, respectful alternative. An extension Activity could be to draw the scenarios as a 
comic strip or write the scenario as a story.

Activity:  
30-45 minutes

Following on from their role play scenario, each group should think about what actions they made 
to create the positive outcome. As a group they should create a guide with five top tips for working 
online as per the scenario on their role play card. For example, students working on role play one 
should write five top tips for using a social media site in a safe, reliable and respectful manner.

Plenary:  
45–60 minutes

Each group should present their role plays to the rest of the class, followed by their five top tips. 
Extension

• Create user guides posters to be displayed around the school

• As a class take a school assembly showing the role plays and user guides.

Materials
• Role play cards (Resource Sheet)
• Sticky notes

Learning Objective
To work safely, respectfully and responsibly, online.



1. Social Media
Stig is 10 years old and is a member of a social network site with a
younger age limit of 13 years. He has lots of friends, some of them
he has never met. He shares his photos with all of his friends.

2. Advertising
Stig supports his football team EducationCity Tigers. He wants to
buy their new season kit online. He has seen lots of amazing
bargains online. One of the websites he has been on is flashing a
message that says he has won a competition to see his favourite
team.

3. Online privacy and e-safety
Stig is really good at performing tricks on his scooter. He has
posted some videos on an video sharing site for his friends to see,
and someone he does not know has sent him a message suggesting
he should enter his video in the the Scooterama competition online.

4. Viruses and malware
Stig has saved up his money to buy himself a brand new laptop. He
can’t afford the virus software that goes with it and he has never
heard of malware.

5. Online piracy
Stig is having a party for all his friends. He supports a band that
does not have many followers and he wants to play all their music
to his friends at the party. He downloads their music from a free
website that a friend has recommended. His friend says that he
never pays for music online.

6. Copyright and plagiarism
Stig has a really important history project to write. Mr Lockwood
has told Stig’s class that the best project will be entered into an
interschool competition. Stig really wants to win but is worried his
work won’t be good enough. He has found a fantastic project
online, on the same topic, and thinks that he could simply make a
couple of changes and use it.

Consequences



Consequences

It is always important to act in a safe, responsible and respectful way when we are online.

Look at the different scenarios below.
Think about the consequences of each of these scenarios.
Label them to show if they represent the correct or incorrect way to act in safe, responsible
and respectful ways online.

Look at each of the incorrect scenarios above.
Write a short explanation as to what the consequence of this scenario could be.
Change each of the incorrect scenarios above, to offer a suitable way for acting safe,
responsible and respectful online.

Stig finds it hard to think up passwords for all the different sites he uses
online. He thinks it would be best to use one password and he writes on
his pencil case, so that he does not forget.

Meg and Chip are completing a presentation about giant land snails.
They have found some really good information which they want to
include. They use the information, and show the link to the webpage in
their presentation.

Chip has seen a fantastic skateboard that he wants to buy. It has been
reduced from £100.00 to £10.00. What a bargain! He buys it straight
away.

Someone has written some inappropriate comments on Stig’s social
network page. He decides to tell Granny all about it.

Meg has fallen out with Klara at school today. She knows that she could
just send Klara an instant message but decides to wait until she sees her
the next day to clear things up instead.

Chip wants to join a great new social network site. It says that he needs
to be 13 years old. He thinks they cannot tell that he is only 10 and
joins anyway.

Meg has seen a great new game that she wants to play. It is asking for
her bank details. She decides to ask Granny if she will help her buy it.

Stig has found a great website that he wants to sign up to and they are
asking for his name address and school details. He fills in the online form.

Safe:- Acting safe online is when you act in a way that protects
yourself and your personal information.

Responsible:- Acting responsibly online is when you act in an honest
way and follow the online internet rules for your age.

Respectful:- Acting with respect online is when you care and protect
others feelings, privacy and possessions.
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Basic
Programming
Vocabulary

  An algorithm is a precise sequence of instructions for successfully 
  carrying out a task. It will be written in everyday language but the steps 
might be capable of translation into a programming language. There might be a 
number of workable algorithms for a task but not all will be as efficient as the others. 

   A bug is an error 
   in a program 
that stops it from working 
in the way it should.

Algorithm

  AND means ‘as well as’ and is inclusive. 
  For instance, “I like cola AND milk (too)” 
OR suggests either one thing or another but not both or 
all. They are called logical operators. (See operator) 

AND / OR

  A conditional is   
  when something 
happens only on condition 
something else happens first. 
See also: If…Then…Else   

Conditional   Data are a 
  collection of 
numbers and facts before 
they are processed to 
become information. 

Data      Debugging is 
     the process of 
going through a program’s 
code to locate and fix a 
problem or mistake. 

Debug

Bug

          Decomposing is
          when you break 
a problem down into sections in order 
to be able to solve it more easily. 
   

Decomposing             If something is
            embedded or nested 
in a program it means that one piece of 
programming is contained within another. 

Embed (Nest)

          If…Then…Else is a computer’s
                                    way of evaluating something 
and saying that if it has a particular attribute it 
will do one thing, otherwise it’ll do something else. 

If…Then…Else     Information is what 
    data becomes after 
they are organised. It might be reported in 
words or a chart of some sort. (See data) 

Information     Input can be either the device 
    you use to interact with a computer 
or an instruction in a program to key in words 
or numbers using one of those devices. 

Input

  A programming language is the 
  name given to one of the many 
ways in which a computer can be given instructions 
in a program. Examples include C++, JavaScript, 
Logo, PHP, Python and Ruby. 

Language     If someone is using logic they are 
    explaining something by following 
a set of rules, even if they don’t always 
realise that. Using the word ‘because’ can 
show reasoning. Guessing is not using logic. 

Logic

              In some computer languages 
              it is possible to make the 
computer perform more than one task at 
the same time. This is called parallelism. 

Parallelism   

          A program is a sequence of instructions (or
          algorithm) written in a language or code that 
a computer can understand and put into action. A computer 
will do exactly what it is told so a program must be accurate. 

Program

      To loop or repeat 
      is the  process of 
performing the same task again and 
again usually, but not always, for a set 
number of times. 

Loop/Repeat                An operator 
             tells the computer 
what to do with inputs values 
and variables. (See inputs values 
and variables.) 

Operator   

       Output can be either the device a
       computer uses to give you information or 
the actual information itself. Output can come in many 
forms such as words, images movement and sound. 

Output   Print can mean either print some
  output (words, numbers or images) 
on a screen or on paper through a printer. 
Nowadays it is even possible to print in 3D! 

Print   Code Crunch has 
  a special instruction 
to Print Inline. This puts different 
pieces of text on the same line. 

Print Inline  
(Code Crunch)

  A procedure is a subset of a 
  program that does a particular thing. 
It can be called up by the main program at any time 
to save having to type it out again and again. 

Procedure 

          A variable is a label to which a value can be 
          assigned. In most programming languages a 
variable is a letter but in Code Crunch they are EducationCity 
characters. As the name suggests variables can vary! 

Variable   

         Explore the 
         super computer. 
Click on the words to find 
out what they mean. 

#Rule# 

  A simulation is an accurate 
  representation of a real life activity. 
We use simulations when something is either too 
dangerous or too expensive to do for real. 

Simulation        A value the 
     number or 
word we give to a 
variable. (See variable) 

Value

            In programming
            a sequence  
means the ordered steps 
in a program. 

Sequence   
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EducationCity produces fun, educational materials to engage students in learning and empower 
teachers to tailor their teaching. Take a look at how EducationCity can support you in the classroom:

About EducationCity

"Teachers have been delighted with 
the content of this package and most 
impressed with how easy it is to find 
appropriate learning and teaching 
resources and then to use them in a 
variety of ways."
Mark Sanderson,  
Senior ICT Consultant, Herefordshire Learning and Achievement Service

Target Lesson Objectives Easily

Find relevant content that links to your 
curriculum by using our Curriculum 
Map or Search tool.

Comprehensive and clearly organised 
by strand, content is so easy to access!

Differentiated Teaching

Monitor progress with SuccessTracker 
and you’ll be able to identify the 
strengths and areas of development  
for each of your students and so 
choose relevant activities to help  
them progress.

Plan in Advance

When planning your lessons, choose 
your Activities in advance and put 
them into a MyCity so they’re easy 
for students to access. Choose a 
meaningful name for each MyCity 
and you’ll be able to update and 
retrieve them year after year!

Lesson Plans

Access our ready-made Lesson 
Plans, topical content and Teacher 
Resource Pack to support teaching 
and learning in the classroom.

There’s more to EducationCity than 
Activities alone!

Flexible Learning

EducationCity is accessible via desktops, 
laptops, tablets and whiteboards, so can 
support you whatever equipment is 
available in your classroom.

Blog

Keep abreast of events in the teaching 
arena, changes to the resource, and see 
how EducationCity is supporting the 
education comm unity.

Want to find out more about EducationCity?
Start a free trial for your school today and see it for yourself. Simply call  
us on +44 (0)1572 725080 or email trials@educationcity.com to arrange.

Website: www.educationcity.com  
Email: trials@educationcity.com
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